
Portable 
Outdoor Heater

KR-47

Portable outdoor heater using liquid fuel (paraffin)
EAN code 4963505711597
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KR-47

Colour Black
Heating capacity 3.80 - 4.70 kW (min.-max.)
Fuel Consumption 0.393 - 0.490 (l/h, min.-max.)
Burning time 15.3 -1 9.1 h (min.-max.)
Wick type Glass fiber felt wick (Type R) - EAN: 4963505159078
Battery type Type D x 2 pcs
Heater dimensions 474 x 474 x 560.5 (WxDxH)
Carton dimensions 495 x 495 x 615 (WxDxH)
Net / Gross weight 12.0 kg /  13.5 kg
HQ container qty. 430
Accessories Fuel syphon pump included, carrying bag KSG-2 optional

DOUBLE CLEAN HEAT CHAMBER
TOYOTOMI’s state-of-the-art Double Clean® heat chamber system maximizes fuel combustion and reduces 
unwanted emissions to an optimal safety level. Compared to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
recommended level, CO emissions are reduced by up to 15 times and NO2 by up to 5 times. Only Toyotomi’s 
patented Double Clean burner chimney can claim the title of the world’s cleanest burning portable paraffin heater.

HIGH EFFICIENCY
The TOYOTOMI heating element has an infrared radiation heating system with a heat efficiency of 99.99%. It 
offers an intense heating capacity of up to 16,000 BTU/h (4.7 kW).

WICK LIFE EXTENSION
TOYOTOMI’s original patented design to maintain the good performance of the wick and extend its life-time.

DOUBLE WALL TANK CONSTRUCTION
The double-walled tank construction prevents fuel leakage even if the heater should fall over.

TRIPLE SAFETY EXTINGUISHER
Three extinguishing methods: 1. By retracting the wick 2. By pressing the emergency button. 3. Automatic 
shutdown is activated if the heater is bumped or falls over (earthquake protection).

MADE IN JAPAN
Toyotomi portable outdoor paraffin heaters are manufactured at our Nagoya factory in Japan,  
according to ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 standards. 

DURABLE CARBON GLASS FIBER WICK
The durable carbon glass fiber wick ensures a longer wick life-time than the old cotton wick.
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The outdoor life is an adventurous way to get connected with nature and experience all the outdoor things 
that noncampers will probably never do. Camping is not only tied down to spring or summer. It’s super fun 
all year round and gives you new perspectives on the areas in which you stay. 

Keeping food and drinks warm
Coffee or tea prepared and consumed outside just tastes better, with a kettle on top of your Toyotomi heater. 
And what beats playing some exciting board games in the evening or playing cards with your friends? Do so 
and make yourself comfortable. With this Toyotomi heater it’s just like sitting next to a nice warm campfire, 
but without the hassle of sparks and ashes, avoiding campfire smoke inhalation. Camping life is so much more 
enjoyable with this handy Toyotomi outdoor heater. 

Compact patio heater
And did you know that this handy outdoor heater is also widely sold as the perfect compact outdoor patio 
heater for your home? The secret: this compact Toyotomi outdoor heater beats many large patio heaters in 
heat efficiency. 

Easy to transport
Before you pack up your gear and head out, take a look at this indispensable heating device that will make a 
night under the stars one of your most memorable. Enjoy the comfort of this Toyotomi heater, your best friend 
in summer and winter. Become a big fan too of the Toyotomi outdoor heaters, they’re easy to transport in a 
convenient carrying bag (optional).

“Enjoy outdoor 
life all year round”
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